
WORKSHOP INFORMATION
Please print and complete this form and bring it with you when you come. 
Please read the Terms and Conditions, and Medical Advice and Precautions before you sign the form.
23km, Iquitos - Nauta Road, Iquitos, Peru
PHONE: +51 965761626
EMAIL: pukapunta@yahoo.com 

YOUR INFORMATION:YOUR INFORMATION:
Your Name: 
Address:
Zip/Postcode:
Phone:
Email:
Age: (NB Minimum age is 18)

I wish to join the program below:I wish to join the program below:
 12 day Workshop. $1200
 Date:

CONFIDENTIAL DISCLOSURES:
The following information will be kept in confidence by the organizer.
1) Are you taking any medications? Y / N
If yes, which medication/s and for what condition/s? 

2)2) Have you sought medical advice regarding these medications or conditions with regard to your 
participation in this event? Y / N
If yes, are your advisors in agreement for you to take part? Y / N
If no, are you willing to take full responsibility for your participation? Y / N

3) Do you have any physical or other condition we should know about? Y / N
If yes, please specify.

4)4) Do you have any special needs we should know about – including allergies or dietary requirements 
of a medical nature? Y / N
If yes, please specify.
5) Please provide us with a contact in case of emergency:
Name:
Telephone:
Mobile/Cell:
Email:Email:

PAYMENT:
WESTERN UNION:
You can send your deposit (half payment) via Western Union to 
1. Karina Maria Diaz Paredes in Peru 
2. Then email us your full name, the country from which you made the payment and the MTCN 
(money transfer number), to pukapunta@yahoo.com 
Please pay the balance of your payment on arrival.Please pay the balance of your payment on arrival.
PAYPAL:
If you want to use paypal please pay to 
Ron Wheelock, pukapunta@yahoo.com 
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Bookings are made on the understanding that you (and your group members if relevant to this booking) Bookings are made on the understanding that you (and your group members if relevant to this booking) 
will abide by these terms and conditions. “The organizer” Ron Wheelock of “El Purguero”, Peru and his 
agents, staff and assistants.“The Participant" is the person named on the Booking Form for this event. 
Where this is a group leader making a booking on behalf of a group of individuals the term “Participant” 
also includes all members of the group leader’s party and the leader agrees to accept responsibility for 
them.

1. The organizers reserve the right to accept or decline a Participant booking at any time. 

2. The Participant agrees to take part in a program at El Purguero, including its plant ceremonies. 2. The Participant agrees to take part in a program at El Purguero, including its plant ceremonies. 

3. The organizers will do their utmost to ensure the safety and comfort of the Participant within the remit 
of this program. The Participant, in turn, agrees to exercise caution and consideration for him or herself 
and for others during this event, including at the venue and in other environments, and indemnifies the 
organizer against claims for injury, loss, damage, misadventure or inconvenience at all stages.

4. The Participant has made confidential disclosures regarding medical conditions and/or use of 4. The Participant has made confidential disclosures regarding medical conditions and/or use of 
medications. The organizer agrees to keep these in confidence unless required by law to divulge them 
and/or for the resolution of any dispute. The Participant agrees to inform the organizer of any change in 
circumstances.

5. The organizer have recommended that the Participant, prior to entry into this Agreement, seeks and 5. The organizer have recommended that the Participant, prior to entry into this Agreement, seeks and 
obtains health or medical advice as to the effect of plants and herbal medicines singly and in combination 
with any medication they are taking. The Participant avows that he or she, having done so or deemed it 
unnecessary, is in a physical and mental condition appropriate to the activities described in this brochure 
and agrees to participate at his or her own risk. The responsibility for taking accurate and timely health 
precautions, professional medical advice, and for acting upon this (or otherwise) is solely with the 
Participant. 

6. The Participant has the option of joining any, all, or none of the activities on offer at El Purguero and 6. The Participant has the option of joining any, all, or none of the activities on offer at El Purguero and 
taking any, all or none of the plants available, and should he or she wish to take them does so voluntarily, 
taking full responsibility for his or her actions.

7. The Participant has been advised that ayahuasca is a visionary plant and is clear on the meaning of this. 
Reference sources have been provided which may describe the ayahuasca experience and the Participant 
has conducted other research where appropriate to satisfy him or herself of the effects that may be 
produced. The liability is with the Participant. 

8. The organizer agrees to supply transportation, plant medicines, accommodation and food as part of this 8. The organizer agrees to supply transportation, plant medicines, accommodation and food as part of this 
event during the dates given and within the guidelines supplied (e.g. the ayahuasca diet). The organizer is 
not responsible for travel or other costs outside of this program or for flight cancellations or other 
interruptions or travel disruptions and no refunds, reimbursements or payments-in-kind will be made for 
these.

9. The organizer reserves the right to make changes to the itinerary or costs of this program if necessary or 9. The organizer reserves the right to make changes to the itinerary or costs of this program if necessary or 
to cancel this event if need be. In the unlikely event that the program is cancelled a full refund will be 
made to the Participant of fees paid by him or her to the organizer. The organizer is not, however, 
responsible for other costs which the Participant may incur or have incurred such as transportation or the 
purchase of any goods or materials.
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10. The organizer will do his best to help with any special requests or needs that the Participant may make 
or have but are not beholden to do so and the Participant understands that such requests may need to be 
paid for by the Participant separately to this program and its contents and that he or she may also have to 
make his or her own arrangements (e.g. for travel outside the program) and at his or her own cost.

11. If the Participant withdraws from this event the program or workshop fee will be refunded in full 11. If the Participant withdraws from this event the program or workshop fee will be refunded in full 
provided that his or her cancellation is made in writing and reaches the organizer before 21 days prior to 
the first day of the program. 

12. The Participant will not hold the organizer liable for damages, injuries, losses, accidents or delays, 
including wilful or negligent acts, failures to act or breaches of contract by any parties which supply goods 
or services for this event.

13. The Participant indemnifies the organizer against loss or damage, including that resulting from 13. The Participant indemnifies the organizer against loss or damage, including that resulting from 
insufficient or improperly issued passports, visas or other travel documents.

14. The Participant has been advised to take out suitable medical and travel insurance for their journey 
and this event, covering personal accident, medical expenses, losses, repatriation costs and all other 
expenses which might arise as a result of loss, damage, injury, delay or inconvenience. Group leaders must 
also ensure that they have adequate public liability insurance to cover themselves and their group in case 
of accidents or other misfortunes. The organizer is not liable for such expenses.

15. The Participant - and his or her family – understand that the Amazon rainforest and this program 15. The Participant - and his or her family – understand that the Amazon rainforest and this program 
represent travel of a unique nature and will hold the organizer and its associates, representatives and 
employees blameless for any injury or ailment occurring during this program or afterwards. The onus is on 
the Participant to explain this program to others if need be and to ensure their agreement and 
understanding.

16. The Participant agrees to show respect for the environment he or she is in and to act with courtesy and 16. The Participant agrees to show respect for the environment he or she is in and to act with courtesy and 
dignity towards other group members and local and native people at El Purguero and during external 
activities. Should the Participant commit any illegal act or should his or her behaviour adversely affect 
other people’s enjoyment of this event he or she may be asked to leave the Center and shall have no 
entitlement to complaint or refund and will bear any expenses as a result of this. 

17. The Participant agrees that any photographs, videos, film or notes taken by the organizer during this 17. The Participant agrees that any photographs, videos, film or notes taken by the organizer during this 
event in which the Participant may feature may be published by the organizer and gives consent to this 
without consideration unless prior written agreements are entered into. 

18. The Participant agrees to acknowledge El Purguero and this program (including email and website 18. The Participant agrees to acknowledge El Purguero and this program (including email and website 
addresses) in any production of his or her own which may result from his or her participation in this event, 
whether this is of a commercial or non-commercial nature. This may include but is not limited to books, 
articles, films, videos, CDs, tapes, DVDs and productions using on-line resources such as YouTube and 
Facebook which are intended or available for public broadcast or diffusion. Such acknowledgement must 
not, however, be presented as an endorsement by the organizer of any materials produced by the 
Participant unless this is expressly agreed in writing.

19. The relationship between the Participant and the organizer is governed by Peruvian law and in the 19. The relationship between the Participant and the organizer is governed by Peruvian law and in the 
unlikely event that a controversy arises which cannot be resolved between us both parties agree to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the Peruvian Courts in Iquitos, Peru.
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20. The Participant has read, understood and voluntarily signed this document and agrees that no 
representations, statements or inducements have been made by the organizer for him/her to take part in 
this program or to sign this Agreement. By signing the Participant waives certain legal rights, including but 
not limited to the right to hold the Organizer liable for any injuries that occur as a result of participation in 
the workshops.

Signature: Signature:   ______________________________________
Printed Name: ______________________________________
Date:   ______________________________________
Witness:  ______________________________________
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